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!SOLUTION OF SYSTEMS OF COMPLEX LINEAR EQUATIONS IN THE ,~ ;

NORM WITH CONSTRAINTS ON THE UNKNOWNS.

ROY L. STREITt

Abstract. An algorithm for the numerical solution of general systems of complex linear equations in '\:
the /00' or Chebyshev, norm is presented. The objective is to find complex values for the unknowns so that

the maximum magnitude residual of the system is a minimum. The unknowns are required to satisfy certain ~

convex constraints: in particular, bounds on the magnitudes of the unknowns are imposed. In the algorithm :
j

presented here, this problem is replaced by a linear program generated in such a way that the relative error !,'

between its solution and a solution of the original problem can be estimated. The maximum relative error
can easily be made as small as desired by selecting an appropriate linear program. Order of magnitude
improvements in both computation time and computer storage requirements in an implementation of the
simplex algorithm to this linear program are presented. Three numerical examples are included, one of !

which is a complex function approximation problem.

Key words. complex linear equations, Chebyshev solution, convex constraints, complex approximation, ;:

semi-infinite programming, /", norm 1.

1. Introduction. The numerical solution of general systems of complex linear r

equations in the 'OX" or Chebyshev, norm is a mathematical problem that arises in
several applications. The objective is to find complex values for the unknowns so that
the maximum magnitude residual of the system of equations is minimized. The

~,~ unknowns are not allowed to assume any complex value whatever; instead, they are
required to satisfy convex constraints of the form that can occur in the applications.

Let ", m, and r be positive integers. Let the matrices AE C"x'", BE c"xr, and the
row vectorsfE C'", g E Cr, a E C", d E R", and C ERr be given. The vector of unknowns,
Z E C", is also taken to be a row vector. (Row instead of column vectors are used for
notational convenience in § 2.) The problem is stated as follows.

Problem. 'f..

(1). ."J~qllzA-fll.x. l'
subject to: !

(2) Iz-al~d,

(3) IzB-gl~c,

where the Chebyshev norm 1I.1I.x. of a vector is the maximum modulus of its components,
and where the modulus 1.1 of a vector is defined to be the vector consisting of the
modulii of its components. The simple constraints (2) are essential to the solution
algorithm presented in this paper, but the more general constraints (3) are optional.

It is assumed that c> 0 and d > O. Zero components of c and d are equivalent to
equality constraints of the form zH = e. If H has rank q ~ ", then q of the unknowns
can be solved for explicitly in terms of the remaining unknowns and substituted out
of the problem. The reduced problem has" - q unknowns and the same mathematical

form as (1)-(3).
In this paper the problem (1)-(3) is replaced by a discretized problem. The

discretized problem is a linear program which is generated in such a way that the
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relative error between its solution and a solution of the problem (1)-(3) can be estimated
without knowing the solution of either. Furthermore, the maximum relative error can
easily be made as small as desired by selecting an appropriate discretized problem.
See Theorem I below.

The starting point for the discretized problem is the following simple observation.
Let u be a complex number whose real and imaginary parts are UR and Uf, respectively.
It is easy to show that

(4) lul = max (uK cos fJ+ u' sin fJ).
O~B<2..

Let p be a positive integer, and let D = {fJ1, . . . , fJp} be a subset of the interval [0, 21T).
The discretized absolute value is defined by

(5) luID=max(uRcosfJ+u'sinfJ).
BeD

Although the set D can be arbitrary, it is convenient to assume that D consists of the
pth roots of unity, that is,

(6) fJk=(k-I)21T/p, k=I,2,"',p,

and to assume that p = 2K, K ~ 2. It follows that

(7) luID~lul~luIDsec(1T/p).

No other choice of D can give a tighter upper bound in (7). The requirement that p
be a power of2 facilitates computational efficiencies in solving the optimization problem
(5) and is discussed in § 2. With these two assumptions, a relative accuracy of 5
significant digits in (7) requires that p ~ 1024. Other properties of the discretized
absolute value are given in [13].

The discretized version of (I )-(3) is developed by first transforming it into an
optimization problem and then replacing all absolute values with discretized absolute
values. The discretized problem can be written in the following manner.

Discretized problem.

(8) min E
.eR.zeC.

subject to:

(9) IzAj - fjlD ~ E, j = 1, . . . , m,

(10) IzBj-gjID~Cjt j=I,"',r,

(11) Iz.-a. IDsd J.=I ... n:l :l -:It " ,

where Aj and Bj denote the jth columns of the matrices A and B, respectively. It is
shown in § 2 that the discretized problem is a linear program in 2n + I unknowns with
(m + n + r)p inequalities. This linear program cannot be assumed to be sparse since
the matrices A and B are completely dense in many applications.

The discretized problem is most easily solved by solving its dual. The revised
simplex method applied in a straightforward manner to the dual problem requires
O( (m + n + r) np) storage locations and D( (m + r) np) multiplications per simplex iter-
ation. It is shown in this paper that the factor of p can be eliminated from these
estimates by successfully exploiting the special structure of the dual. These economies
leave unaltered the sequence of basic feasible solutions (vertices) which the simplex
method generates enroute to the solution of the dual. Thus the impact of the parameter
p is limited to its effect on the total number of simplex iterations required to reach
the solution. As will be seen, p affects the number of columns in the dual constraints
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134 ROY L. STREIT

and not the number of rows, so the growth of total computational effort as a function
of p is not great.

A Fortran program for solving the discretized problem has been written and
documented [11]. This program does not implement all of the economies which are
possible because of practical considerations discussed in § 2. The program as written
requires O((m + r)n)+ O(p) storage locations and O((m + r)n) + O((m + n + r) log2 p)
multiplications per simplex iteration. Also, for reasons stated in § 3, the solution of
the discretized problem for large values of p is approached via smaller values of p.
The discretized problem for p = 4 is first solved and its solution used as an advanced
start for the p = 8 discretized problem. The program continues doubling p at each stage
until a specified value is attained. This program is practical for modest values of m, n,
and r for large values of p.

The following theorem proves that a solution of the discretized problem is an
approximate solution of the original problem. It also proves that the maximum relative
error in this approximate solution can be made as small as desired by appropriate
choice of p. Similar results for the unconstrained problem are given in [12], [13], and
[9].

THEOREM 1. Let z* E C" solve problem (1)-(3), and let e** E Rand z** E C" solve
the discretized problem (8)-(11). Then

(12) e** ~ IIz* A - III", ~ IIz** A - llIoo~ e** sec (?TIp)

(13) Iz** B-gi ~ c sec (?TIp),

(14) Iz**-al~dsec(?Tlp).
Proof. Since Izj* - ajlv ~ dj for each j, it follows from (7) that

Izj* - all ~ Izj* - ajlv sec (?TI p) ~ dj sec (?TIp).

This proves (14), and (13) is proved the same way. The following sequence of
inequalities establishes (12):

e** = max Iz** Aj - jjlv
~ max Iz* Aj - jj/v

~ max Iz*Aj - jj/ = IIz*A- 11100

~max Iz**Aj- jjl = IIz**A- III..,

~ max Iz** Aj - jjlv sec (?TIp)

= e** sec (?TI p)

where the max in all cases is over j = I, . . . , m. This concludes the proof.
There is one hazard in replacing the original problem with the discretized problem.

The constraints of the discretized problem have a larger feasible region than the original
constraints, so it is possible that the discretized problem has solutions when the original Ii
problem is infeasible. The feasible region of the original problem is approximated '

more and more closely as p is increased, so the discretized problem ultimately fails to
have a solution for sufficiently large p when the original problem is infeasible. If tlie
original problem is in some sense "nearly" feasible, but in reality is infeasible, the
discretized problem may possess solutions for very large values of p. Thus one may
be deceived in certain problems. An alternative viewpoint is that any false solution
obtained in this manner to infeasible problems actually represents a "reasonable"
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SYSTEMS OF COMPLEX LINEAR EQUATIONS 135

solution to a poorly defined problem. Whether or not this view is sensible depends on
the application. An example is given in § 5.

The problem (I )-(3) has a mathematically straightforward solution when all the
quantities are real valued instead of complex. The real valued problem is exactly
equivalent to a linear program in n + 1 variables with 2( m + n + r) inequality constraints
and can therefore be solved in a finite number of steps. The complex valued problem
is less simple. Eliminating complex arithmetic by substituting in the real and imaginary
parts of all complex quantities yields, after squaring the constraints, a mathematical
programming problem in 2n + 1 variables having a linear objective function and
m + n + r quadratic constraints. No method is available for solving problems of this
kind in a finite number of steps. Since it is a convex programming problem and the
functions involved have easily obtained derivatives of all orders, many different
algorithms are potentially applicable for its approximate solution. The only reference
[14] known to the author which explicitly studies the constrained complex problem
(1 )-(3) uses a feasible directions method. At each step, a linear program is solved to
determine the steepest feasible descent direction, a line search determines the step
length, and special precautions are taken to prevent zigzagging, or jamming. A conver-
gence proof is supplied.

The problem (1)-(3) can be viewed as a semiinfinite program (SIP). The SIP
formulation of the unconstrained problem, that is, the problem consisting of only the
objective function (1), has been studied elsewhere [12], [13], [4] in the context of

L complex function approximation and it is not difficult to extend that formulation to
~ the constrained problem (1)-(3). None of these references, however, show that the
W?;fi~ special structure of the discretized problem can be used to significantly reduce the
~:::*ic\;':' computational effort in its solution. Theorems 3, 4 and 5 of the next section are also
,;' new and are unique to the complex valued problem. The relationship between SIP

': and real valued approximation is presented in [3].

2. Solution of the discretized problem. An algorithm for solving the discretized
problem for fixed p is discussed in this section. Attention is directed to special structures
of the discretized problem which permit order of magnitude reductions in both storage
requirements and multiplications per simplex iteration. Several useful theoretical results
are interspersed.

It is first established that the discretized problem (8)-(11) is a linear program.
Denote the real and imaginary parts of any quantity u by UR and Ul, respectively,
whether u be a number, a row or column vector, or a matrix. By definition (5),

(15) IzAj - jjlD = max [(zAj - jj)R cos 6 + (zAj - jj)1 sin 6],
8eD

so the m inequalities (9) are equivalent to the system of mp inequalities

(16) (zAj-jj)Rcos6+(zAj-jj)/sin6~e, 6eD, j=I,'.',m.
Since

(ZAj_jj)R=ZRAjR_ZIAJ-fjR, (ZAj_jj)/=ZRAJ+ZIAjR_fJ, I
it is convenient to write (16) in the form

[AR cos 6+AI sin 6

](17) [zRzle] ARSin~~mAICOS6 ~[JRcos6+Fsin6], 6eD,

where 1m e Rm is a row vector whose components all equal one. The inequalities (10)
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and (11) are treated similarly, so the discretized problem is a linear program in 2n + 1
variables and (m + n + r)p inequalities, The linear program can be written explicitly

as follows,
Primal problem.

(18) min [ZR z' E][On On I]T
[:":',]ER)n+1

subject to: E ~ 0 and, for each 8 ED,

[A R cos 8 + A' sin 8 BR COS 8 + B' sin 8 1 cos 8

][ZR Z' E] ARsin8-A'cos8 BRsin8-B'cos8 IsinO

(19) -1m 0, On

~[fR COS 8+f' sin 0 C+gR cos 8+g' sin 8 d+aR cos 8+a' sin 8],

where 1 denotes the n x n identity matrix and Ok denotes a zero row (or column,

depending on context) of length k ~ 1.
The primal problem is solved by solving its dual using the revised simplex method.

The simplex (Lagrange) multipliers for an optimal basic solution of the dual solve the
primal, assuming the primal to be feasible. The dual can be written in one of the
standard linear programming formats by explicitly adding a slack variable, denoted

Q, which arises naturally in this problem.
Dual problem.

{ (fR cos 8k + f' sin 8k)Sk
}(20) min t +(c+gR cos 8k+g' sin Ok)Tk

SERm"',TER"" k=1 R "
) III

WERn"'.QER +(d+a cos °k+a Sin 8k ""k

subject to: S~O, T~O, W~O, Q~O, and

(21)

[A R COS 8k + A' sin 8k BR COS 8k + B' sin 8k 1 COS Ok) [ Sk ] [ On] [ On]t ARsin6k-A'cos8k BRsin8k-B'cos8k Isin8k Tk + On Q= On.

k-1 1 0 0 ~ 1 1m ' n k

An alternative statement of the dual is given at the end of this section.
The slack variable Q plays a special role, as seen in the next result.
THEOREM 2. Let the matrices S** ~ 0, W** ~ 0, T** ~ 0, and the real number

Q** ~ 0 denote an optimal basic feasible solution of the dual problem (20)-(21). If
~.:', Q** > 0, then the optimal value of the objective function in the primal problem (18)-( 19)
G\;;,'; is zero.

Proof. Let [Z**R z**' E**] E R2n+1 denote the simplex multipliers of the optimal
basic solution S**, W**, T**, Q**. Applying the complementary slackness theorem
[8, p. 77], Q** > 0 implies E** = 0 as claimed, [

Except for the slack variable Q, every basic variable of the dual is uniquely i
identified by specifying the matrix to which it belongs together with its location (row !

and column number) in this matrix. The matrix names S, T, and W correspond to the
inequality systems (9), (10), and (11), respectively. The row number of a basic variable
identifies the particular constraint which gives rise to it. For example, all the dual
variables in row q of matrix T are eliminated from the dual problem if the qth inequality
in (10) is deleted from the discretized problem. Similarly, the column number of a
basic variable identifies the angle in the set D to which it corresponds.
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SYSTEMS OF COMPLEX LINEAR EQUATIONS 137

The revised simplex algorithm, as applied to the dual, is defined in general terms
as follows:

Step 1. Determine an initial basic feasible solution of the dual problem.
Step 2. Compute the simplex multipliers corresponding to the current basic feas-

ible solution.
Step 3. Determine the incoming variable by selecting the variable having the most

negative reduced cost coefficient; terminate if all reduced cost coefficients
are nonnegative-the primal problem is solved by the current simplex
multipliers.

Step 4. Compute the column of the incoming variable in terms of the current basis.
Step 5. Determine the outgoing basic variable by a ratio test; terminate if the dual

objective function is unbounded below-the primal problem is infeasible.
Step 6. Update the basis inverse and current basic feasible solution by pivoting,

and return to Step 2.

The special structure of the dual problem has its strongest influence on Steps 1, 3, and
4. These effects are outlined next. More detailed aspects of the algorithm are postponed
to § 4.

The dual problem is already in canonical form for initiating the second phase of
the simplex algorithm. In other words, Step 1 is trivia! because an identity matrix of
order 2n + 1 can be assembled from the columns of the coefficient matrix of (21). One
readily available column is the column corresponding to the slack variable Q. The
remaining 2n columns correspond to dual variables which are the components of two
particular W columns. From (6), O. = 0 so that cos 0) = 1 and sin 0, = O. Hence one of
the W columns can be taken to be WI. Similarly, the other is W.+P/4 since 01+p/4 = 1T/2.
The initial basic feasible solution is therefore

(22) W\=W1+p/4=On, Q=I.

The simplex multipliers corresponding to (22) are derived in a special way later in
this section.

The initial basic feasible solution (22) is highly degenerate. As discussed in [2],
it is in problems of this general kind that cycling in the simplex algorithm is occasionally
observed in practice. Such cycling was observed in an example given in this paper.
However, a modification of the tie-breaking rule in the ratio test for the outgoing basic
variable, together with "preferential treatment" of certain incoming variables, seems
to avoid the difficulty. Further discussion of cycling in the dual problem is postponed
to § 4.

The cost coefficients and the columns of any dual variable can be found by
inspecting (20)-(21). They are given in a complex arithmetic format in Table 1.
Explicitly computing and storing all (m + n + r)p columns of the dual problem is
unnecessary (and impractical) since the column of any dual variable can be constructed
directly from the matrices A and B. Not counting the necessary sine and cosine, this
requires only n complex multiplications and reduces the storage from (2n + I)
(m + n + r)p words to only 2n(m + n + r) words. The columns of the dual variables. ~k are merely columns of the identity matrix I, which need not be explicitly stored.

Therefore the total storage necessary for constructing the column of any dual variable
is only 2n(m + r) words. In practice, it is convenient to compute the cosines and sines
once and for all to reduce the computational overhead. If this is done, as it is in [11],
the storage requirements are 2 n (m + r) + 2p.

"
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TABLE I
Dual variable cost coefficients and columns in complex forma/.

dual variable cost coefficient column, in R2..+1

5jk {)j e-;O,)R [{Aj e-;O,)R -(Aj e-1O,)' l]T

7jk (cJ+Bje-iO,)R [(BJe-1O,)R -(BJe-;O,), O]T

Wjk {dj+aje-'O,)R [(/je-iO,)R -(/je-iO,), O]T

An efficient method of computing the smallest reduced cost coefficient in Step 3
of the revised simplex algorithm is now discussed. This method is particularly interesting
because the columns of the dual variables are not explicitly needed. The only data
required are the original complex matrices A and B and the sines and cosines of the
angles in D. Let A be any real row vector of simplex multipliers for the dual problem;
thus, A is of length 2n + 1. The vector A defines a complex row vector Z E Cn and a

real number E by the identification

(23) A =[ZRZI -E]E R2n+l.

The reduced cost of the dual variable Sjk is the cost coefficient of Sjk minus the product
of A with the column of Sjk. Using (23) and Table 1 gives

C~=(/;e-il/,)R_[zR Z' -E][(Ae-il/,)R ~(Ae-il/,), l]r(24) J 1 1 i

= E - [( zA - r.) e-il/, ] R i
1 Jj , i

so the minimum reduced cost coefficient of the p variables in row j of S is

(25) cjs= min C~=E-lzAj-JjIv. j=I,2,"',m.
l~k~p

The smallest reduced cost coefficient of all the dual variables of S is then

(26) Cs = min CJs = E - max IzAj - Jjlo- '
I~j~m l~j~m 1

Similarly, the minimum reduced cost coefficients over all the dual variables of T and!

Ware

(27) Cr = min (Cj -lzBj - gilD)
l~j~r

and

(28) Cw = min (dj -Izj - ajlD),
l~j~n

respectively. The smallest reduced cost of all the variables of the dual problem is. min {Cs, Cw, Cr}.

The smallest of the three qJlantities Cs, Cw, and Cr and the index j for which
the minimum value is attained determine the row number and the correct matrix name
of the incoming dual variable. The column number is determined by the angle Ok E D
giving the largest projection (i.e., the discretized absolute value) at the minimal index
j. The angle Ok may not be unique because of possible ties in (5), so a tie-breaking
rule called the minimal clockwise index (MCI) rule is used to determine unambiguously
the incoming dual variable.

The MCI rule is defined for all U E C. Let UD be the set of those angles 0 ED for
which the maximum in (5) is attained. There are three cases. First, if UD has precisely
one element, the MCI of U is defined to be the index of that element. Second, if UD
has precisely two elements, say Ok and OJ. and neither k or j equals p, then the MCI
of U is defined to be min {k, j}; on the other hand, if either k = p or j = p, then the
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MCI of u is taken to be p. Third, if uo has more than two elements, then it must be
that u = 0 and uo = D, so the MCI of u is defined to be 1.

The computation of the discretized absolute value and corresponding MCI must
be undertaken for m + n + r comp ex numbers to compute (26)-(28) during each
iteration of the simplex algorithm in Step 3. A brute force approach using the definition
(5) requires 2p real multiplications for each complex number. Such an approach is
inefficient and does not exploit the special form of the set D. For p = 4, it is clear that
comparison tests alone suffice to solve this subproblem. For p ~ 8, comparison tests
and at most 210g2 p - 5 real multiplications are sufficient. To see this, first determine
the quadrant of the complex plane in which the given number lies, and determine
whether it lies above or below the 45° line bisecting the quadrant. This can be done
using comparison tests only. Now that the "half-quadrant" in which the number lies
is known, its projections onto the bounding rays of this half-quadrant can be computed
in this special case using only one multiplication. If p = 8, a final comparison test ends
the problem. If p ~ 16, then the larger of the two projections reveals the "quarter-
quadrant" in which the number must lie. The projection onto one of the bounding
rays of this quarter-quadrant is already known; so it is only necessary to compute the
projection onto the other bounding ray. This requires 2 real multiplications. If p = 16,
a final comparison test ends the problem. If p ~ 32, we continue as before. Counting
the total possible number of steps proves the claim. This bisection method works
because of the special form of the set D.

In principle the discretized absolute value and corresponding MCI can be found
with computational effort independent of p. The argument (phase) of the given complex
number can be computed, essentially as an inverse tangent, and from it the MCI can
be found using comparison tests. Whenever the inverse tangent computation requires
fewer than 2 log2 p - 5 multiplications, it is more efficient than the bisection method
described above. For p ~ 1024 the bisection method is more efficient, and it is used in
[11].

The number of real multiplications required to complete Step 3 using these methods
is significantly less than that required in the usual approach. The straightforward
method requires the computation of(m + n + r)p - (2n + 1) real inner products of length
2n. Taking account of the simple form of the W columns gives a total of approximately j

'!(29) (2p-4)[n(m+r)+l]+4n(m+r-n-I/2) :'$,

!real multiplications. The special methods discussed above require m + n + r complex ~

inner products of length n followed by the computation of the discretized absolute '.,k

value and corresponding MCI for each inner product. Counting one complex multipli- ii
cation as four real multiplications and considering the special form of the W columns i,:
gives a total of ;~

,'"
,1(30) 4n(m+r)+(m+n+r)No ;!:

real multiplications, where No is the number of multiplications needed to compute i
one discretized absolute value and corresponding MCI. If the inverse tangent method '"C

is used, No is a constant independent of p. If the bisection method is used No = ';i
2 log2 p - 5 for p ~ 8, No = 0 for p = 4. The special methods are clearly better when ;'
p ~ 4 and m> n. In the derivation of both (29) and (30) it was assumed that the last 1
row of (21) in the dual problem was specially treated to avoid multiplications by 1 },;

0 and O. ;

'1,The simplex multipliers A (0) E R2n+1 corresponding to the initial basic feasible ..,J,

solution (22) are now derived. Multiplying the initial basis inverse on the left by the I
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row vector containing the cost coefficients of the initial basic variables gives the row
vector A (01. The initial basis inverse is the identity matrix, the cost coefficients of the
basic W variables (22) are given in Table I, and the cost coefficient of the slack variable

Q is O. Consequently,

A(O)=[d+(a)R d+(-ia)R O]=[d+aR d+a' 0]ER2"+'.
The definition (23) thus gives ..

(31) z(O) = a + d ei1r/4/i, £(0) = O.

From the proof of Theorem 2 it can be seen that £ = 0 for as long as the slack variable

remains in the basis and is positive.
The matrices S, W, and T are sparse because basic feasible solutions of the dual

consist of only 2n + I nonnegative variables. Furthermore, no row of S, W, and T can
contain more than two basic variables as the next theorem shows.

THEOREM 3. No basic feasible solution of the dual problem (20)-(21) can have
more than two basic variables in anyone row of W or 7: If a basic feasible solution of
the dual problem has corresponding simplex multipliers with £ > 0, then S cannot have
more than two basic variables in anyone row.

Proof. The first statement is proved for the matrix T; the proof for W is a special
case. Consider the jth row of 7: Suppose a basic feasible solution has three basic
variables 1)a, 1)/3, and 1)y with a, ,8, and "y being distinct. Then the reduced costs for
all three variables must be zero. A result analogous to (24) was used to prove (27);
using it here gives
(32) Cj!J = 0 = Cj - [(zBj - gj) e-i6. ]R, q = a,,8, "y.

Thus the single complex number zBj - gj has the same projection, namely Cjo in three
distinct directions. This is impossible unless zBj - gj = Cj = 0, in contradiction to the
assumption that Cj > O. This establishes the first statement. The second statement is
proved in the same way, by using (24) itself.

The following theorem relates knowledge of an optimal basis of the dual to
"observable" quantities in the primal problem. The results of the theorem depend on
the names, but not the actual numerical values, of the optimal dual basis. In addition
it seems to indicate that the upper bound (12) in Theorem I will often be attained in

practice.
THEOREM 4. Let £** E Rand z** E C" denote the simplex multipliers in the form

(23) of an optimal basis for the dual problem (20)-(21), and suppose that £**>0. If the
jth row of one of the matrices S, W, or T contains two optimal basic variables in columns
a and,8 withp~a>,8~I, then eithera-,8=1 ora-,8=p-l. Ifa-,8=I, then

(33) z** Aj - Jj = £** sec (1TI p) exp [i(2,8 -1)1TI p],

or
(34) z** Bj -gj = Cj sec (1Tlp) exp [i(2,8 -1)1Tlp],

or
. (35) zj* -aj = dj sec (1Tlp) exp [i(2,8 -1)1Tlp],

according to whether the jth row is a row of S, T, or W, respectively. Replacing ,8 with p
in (33 )-(35) gives the equations corresponding to the alternative case a - ,8 = P -I.

Proof. Only the S matrix case is treated since the other two cases are similar. The
two basic variables involved are Sja and SjIJ. Assume that p ~ a >,8 ~ I. The reduced
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costs CJ; and clf must be 0, so (24) gives the two equations

(36) e** = [(z** Aj -./j) e-iB. ]R, e** = [(z** Aj -./j) e-iB,,]R.

Any complex number having identical projections in two directions is uniquely defined
in both magnitude and phase. If 8" differs from 8p by 1T radians, the system (36)
implies that e** = 0, contrary to assumption. Thus (36) implies that z** Aj - ./j =
e**sec«I>12»0, where <I>=min{8,,-8p,21T-8,,+8p}. By Theorem 1, <I>=1Tlp, so
that either 8" - 8p = 1TI P or 8" - 8p = 1T(2p -1)/ p. From (6), either a - f3 = 1 or a - f3 =
p - 1. For a - f3 = 1, solving the system (36) for the phase of z** Aj - ./j gives (33). The
case a - f3 = p - 1 is handled in the same way. This completes the proof.

Theorem 4 is useful in practice. Computed optimal dual solutions can be inspected
to verify that optimal basic variables occurring in the same row are in fact "paired"
in the manner described. If they are not, then numerical round-off errors have adversely
affected the computed solution.

THEOREM 5. Let e** and z** be as in Theorem 4. If the jth row of one of the
matrices S, W, or T contains an optimal basic variable in column a, 1 ~ a ~ p, then

e** ~ Iz** Aj -./jl ~ e** sec 1Tlp, 8" -1Tlp~ arg (z** Aj - ./j)~ 8" + 1Tlp,

or

Cj ~ Iz** Bj -gjl ~ Cj sec 1Tlp, 8" -1Tlp~ arg (z** Bj - gj) ~ 8" + 1Tlp,

or

dj ~ Izj* - ail ~ dj sec 1TI p, 8" - 1TI p ~ arg (zj* - aj) ~ 8" + 1TI p,

according to whether the jth row is a row of S, T, or W, respectively.
Proof The proof is closely related to the method of proof of Theorem 4 and is

not presented.
This section is concluded with a concise statement of the dual problem using

complex arithmetic notation.
Dual problem: complex format.

. p
min[(fS+gT+aW) e-1D]R+ L (C1j+DWj)S.T i-i
W.Q

subject to: S6;O, T6;O, W6;O, Q6;O, and
m p

(AS+BT+W)e-iD=OeC", Q+L L Sjk=l.
i-i k-t

We have used e-iD to denote a complex column vector of length n whose kth component
is exp ( - ifJk); other notation is unchanged from (20)-(21).

3. Solution of the discretized problem for large p. One reason to solve large p
discretized problems is that applications requiring 5 or more significant digits of relative
accuracy in the optimal value of the objective function andl or in constraint satisfaction
need to take p 6; 1024; see Theorem 1. Another reason to solve large p problems is. that their solutions furnish starting points for other methods which potentially provide

greater accuracy. For instance, the problem (1)-(3) can be rewritten as a semiinfinite
program, or SIP, and an interesting algorithm [5], [6] for solving a class of SIP's can
be utilized. This method sets up an appropriate nonlinear system of algebraic equations
which are solved using the Newton-Raphson method (or other iterative method); a
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feasible solution of the nonlinear system is a solution of the SIP. The starting point )

of the Newton-Raphson iteration is taken to be the solution of a discretized problem.
Large p discretized problems will have to be solved whenever very good starting points
are needed to ensure convergence of the Newton-Raphson iteration.

There is, however, a practical limit to how large p may be taken in many problems.
A discretized problem is numerically unstable for sufficiently large p if its optimal
solution has, for every p, two basic dual variables in at least one row or S, W, or 7:
The columns of two such basic dual variables are less distinguishable numerically as
p increases (see Table 1). Consequently, the basis matrix is more ill-conditioned for ,;

large p. Only those problems which never, for any p, have more than one optimal basic
variable per row of S, W, or T can escape numerical ill-conditioning from this cause.
Such problems seem to be uncommon.

The algorithm we suggest for solving the discretized problem for large p begins
by solving the smallest dual problem, that is, the dual problem with p = 4. Next, the
p = 8 dual problem is solved using the optimal basis for the p = 4 dual to start the
simplex algorithm. The p = 16 dual is then solved starting at the optimal basis for the
p = 8 dual, and so forth. The algorithm is always well-defined because basic feasible
dual solutions for a given p are also basic feasible dual solutions for all larger values
of p because the sets D are nested for p = 4, 8, 16, 32, . . . . By doubling p at each stage
beginning with p = 4, this algorithm avoids bases associated with numerical instability
from the discretization process until p becomes very large. Difficulties caused by
ill-conditioning in the complex equations themselves cannot, of course, be avoided.

One advantage of this algorithm is that the optimal basis for each intermediate
value of p can be easily inspected using Theorems 4 and 5 to determine if numerical
round-off errors are significant. If sufficient error is present, the algorithm can be
terminated early, or alternatively, the basis can be reinverted before continuing to the
next value of p.

The primary drawback of the algorithm is that more simplex iterations are usually
required to reach the final optimal dual basis by proceeding via smaller values of p
than by solving the full dual problem all at once. This difficulty does not seem to be
significant in practice and, in any event, can be partially overcome by skipping more
rapidly through the available values of p. It is also possible to begin the algorithm
with a larger initial value of p; that is, p > 4.

Optimal solutions of the primal discretized problem converge only linearly with
increasing p, while the optimal values e** converge quadratically. It would be useful
to be able to extrapolate the primal solutions to obtain a better solution of the original
problem (1)-(3). Richardson extrapolation (see, e.g., [7], [10]) worked very well for
Examples 1-3 in § 5 for sufficiently large p, but failed in other problems. It is apparently
successful only when (a) the row numbers of the optimal dual basic variables of the
discretized problems identify the optimal active constraints of the original problem,
and (b) the optimal values of the discretized problems equal the optimum value of
the original problem. The first requirement can be met by taking p sufficiently large.
The second requirement imposes more severe limitations on the practical utility of
Richardson extrapolation.

. 4. Details of the revised simplex algorithm. Computer codes which treat complex

matrices and vectors by separating them into their real and imaginary parts cause
thrashing on virtual memory systems. Therefore the solution vector z of the primal
problem is best stored as a complex vector and the simplex multipliers reordered to
reflect the storage of z. The rows of the dual problem should also be reordered. The
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computer code therefore visualizes the dual problem rows in the following order: {I,
n + I, 2, n + 2, . . . , n -I, 2n -I, n, 2n, 2n + I}. These numbers denote the row numbers
in .the original system (21). The reordered system is much easier to work with in
FORTRAN than the original system. With the rows of the dual problem in this order
the reduced cost calculations can be coded in FORTRAN just as they are written in
(26)-(28), provided the initial data of the problem are typed COMPLEX.

The name of a dual variable is a triplet ij jj k of positive integers, where:

i = 1,2, or 3 according to whether it is an S, W, or T variable,
j=constraint number, from (9)-(11),
k = projection number of the angle in the set D, 1 ~ k ~ p.

The middle name j has different ranges depending on the value of the first name i.
These triplets are ordered lexicographically.

The most negative reduced cost determines the entering basic variable in the
simplex algorithm. Ties for the most negative reduced cost are broken by choosing the
variable with the least lexicographically ordered name. Because the highly degenerate
initial starting point (22) can cause cycling in the simplex algorithm, there is one
exception to the least name rule in case of ties for the entering variable. As long as
the slack variable Q remains in the basis, the only entering variables permitted are S
variables with negative reduced costs. If S variables with negative reduced costs do
not exist, then the entering variable is permitted to be a W or a T variable and ties
are resolved by the least name rule. Thus, S variables are given priority for entering
the basis only for as long as the slack Q is in the basis. Once Q is removed from the
basis it never enters again, and exceptions to the tie breaking rule cease.

The outgoing basic variable is determined by the usual ratio test. If the least ratio
is attained by more than one variable, the variable having the largest magnitude pivot
leaves the basis. If more than one variable has the same magnitude pivot, then the
variable with least index is selected. Because of degeneracy and cycling, there is one
exception to this tie-breaking rule for the exiting variable. So long as the slack Q
remains in the basis, only W variables are permitted to exit. This rule makes sense
only when a W variable is involved in the tie; if no such W variable exists, the
exception is not invoked. If more than one W variable is involved in the tie, then the
one having the largest magnitude pivot with the least index is selected to exit. Just as
for the entering variable, this exception ceases once the slack Q leaves the basis.

Cycling in the simplex algorithm has not been observed with these modifications
to the usual tie breaking rules for: entering and exiting variables. However, if these
modifications are not used, cycling may well occur. Example 3 of § 5 below cycled
(with a cycle of length 19) without these modifications. It is possible that cycling in
this particular example is an artifact of finite precision arithmetic.

A nonzero tolerance is necessary when testing for the most negative reduced cost
and for possible divisors in the ratio test. This number must not be too small and it
must somehow be dependent on the scale of the problem data. The number used in
[11] is the product of the unit round-off error of the host computer with the sum of
the absolute values of the incoming column (i.e., its II norm). This number is used for
both reduced cost and pivot tolerance tests.

Besides the usual termination criteria in the simplex algorithm, the pricing method
implicit in (26)-(28) yields a novel way to terminate the algorithm. The pricing method
computes the most negative reduced cost by indirectly examining all reduced costs,
not just the reduced costs of the nonbasic variables. Hence it can happen that the
entering and the exiting variables are identical because of numerical round-off errors.
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This event seems to signal that no further improvement in the solution is numerically
i possible. Solutions returned by terminating the algorithm whenever this "self-cycling"

occurs appear to be satisfactory.
The Fortran code [11] was developed to test the methods described for solving

the dual problem. 1t holds an explicit basis inverse and performs pivoting to update
the inverse in each simplex iteration. Pivoting is known to be numerically unstable,
but easily programmed. To forestall numerical difficulties the inverse is held in double
precision, although a double precision inverse is not a satisfactory substitute for a
numerically stable technique. Updating the QR factorization of the basis is preferable.
Nonetheless the explicit inverse code gives good performance in many problems.

5, Examples, Example 1 is taken directly from [14, p. 249]. Let n = 2, m = 5, r = 2,

and define the matrices

A - [ 1 1 1 .5 2] - [2 2](37) - -2 0 3 -1 l' B-2 -4'

n=g=[O,O], c=[J2,J2], d=[10,10],

1=[-I+i, -1+i, .5i, 0, -l+i].
Only the vector 1 is complex. The exact solution is ZI = (-1 + i)/2, Z2 = 0, and E = J2/2.
The constraints of type (2) are not part of the original problem given in [14]. They
have been added because their discretizations provide the initial dual basis.

Table 2 gives the solutions of the discretized primal problem for selected values
of p. The optimal value of E for p = 8 is the optimal value of E for all p ~ 8. For p ~ 8,
the accuracy of the primal solutions depends solely upon the discretization errors since
the optimal E does not change. Table 3 gives the optimal basic solutions of the dual
problems for the same values of p. The active constraints do not change for p ~ 8,
except for their 8 names. Hence the active constraints at the optimum of the original
nonlinear problem (1)-(3) have been identified. The fourth and fifth basic variables
are "paired" in an obvious way; this behavior is explained by Theorem 4.

All optimal dual solutions are degenerate, or very nearly so. It turns out that the
"degenerate parts" of the optimal dual solutions approximately doubled as p is doubled,
especially when p ~ 64. Assuming the trend continues indefinitely, the optimal dual
solution will eventually look nondegenerate. This trend is probably an artifact of the
numerical ill-conditioning inherent in the discretization process.

The conditions mentioned at the end of § 3 for success using Richardson extrapola-
tion seem to be met for p ~ 8. Since convergence of the Z vectors is linear, multiply
the p = 32 vector by two and subtract the p = 16 vector to get

[z~, z:, z:, z~] = [-.500964, .499036, .40 x 10-1°, .36 X 10-1°].

One step of this extrapolation gives values nearly as accurate as the values correspond-
ing to p = 2048.

Numerical computations for this and the next two examples were performed on
a DEC 10. It has a double precision unit round-off error of approximately 2 x 10-19.

Example 1 can be made infeasible by adjoining one constraint of type (3). Replace
. B, g, and c in (37) with

- [2 2 1] - . - c c
B= , g=[O,O,7-41], c=[v2,v2,29/4].

2 -4 1

The discretized primal problem is feasible for p = 4 and 8; for p ~ 16, it is infeasible.
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TABLE 2
Solutions of the primal problem, Example 1.

p 4 8 16 32 2048

zr -.588760 -.292893 -.400544 -.450754 -.499233
z: .588760 .707107 .599456 .549246 .500767
z: .59 x 10-1 -.82 X 10-9 -.28 X 10-9 -.12 x 10-9 -.15 X 10-11
z~ -.59 x 10-1 -.82xl0-9 -.12 X 10-9 -.78xl0-IO -.15xl0-11

E .4112399 .7071068 .7071068 .7071068 .7071068
total iterations 10 14 17 20 38

TABLE 3
Solutions of the dual problem, Example 1.

p 4 8 16 32 2048

1/2/1 1/1/8 1/1/15 1/1/29 1/1/1793
1/2/4 1/2/1 1/2/16 1/2/30 1/2/1794

basis names 1/3/3 3/1/4 3/1/6 3/1/12 3/1/768
3/2/2 3/2/3 3/2/6 3/2/12 3/2/768
3/2/3 3/2/4 3/2/7 3/2/13 3/2/769

.714286 1.00000o 1.00000o 1.00000o 1.00000o

.00000o .50xI0-19 .66 x 10-19 .llxl0-11 .58xl0-17
basis values .285714 -.50 x 10-37 .91 X 10-19 .24 X 10-19 .19 X 10-17

.00000o .11 x 10-11 .22 X 10-11 .43 X 10-11 .27 X 10-16

.214286 .500000 .500000 .500000 .500000

This illustrates the remark made in § 1 that some discretized problems have feasible
solutions when the original problem is actually infeasible.

Example 2 is the same as Example 1, except that constraints of type (2) are
tightened so that they are active at the solution. Replace the vector d in (37) with
a = [.4, .4]. The exact solution of this problem is E = J2 - .4, ZI = (-1 + i)h/5, and

t 317(h -1) - (431902 -19032M)'/2
Z2 = = -.208846903300-1200J2 '

h [1 ( h )2] 1/2 zf = --+ - - z~ -- = - 093336568

10 8 10 . .

Tables 4 and 5 give, respectively, the solutions of the primal and dual discretized
problem for selected values of p. The obvious "pair" of basic variables in Table 5 is
explained by Theorem 4. The conditions for success using Richardson extrapolation
seem to be met for p ~ 32. Extrapolation of the p = 32 and p = 64 vectors in Table 4
performed as in Example 1 gives

[z~ , z:, zf, z~] = [ -.282776, .282911, -.092665, -.209334],

which is comparable to the values corresponding to p = 2048.
Example 3 is taken from [12] and is an unconstrained complex function approxima-

tion problem; that is, constraints of type (2)-(3) are absent. The 101 columns of the
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TABLE 4
Solutions of the primal problem, Example 2.

p 4 8 16 32 64 2048

z~ -.400000 -.345442 -.293794 -.310700 -.296738 -.283277
z: .400000 .220244 .271891 .254985 .268948 .282409
zf .153553 -.026274 -.076571 -.061857 -.077261 -.092805
z~ -.153553 -.243431 -.217608 -.214390 -.211862 -.208960

E .600000 1.014214 1.014214 1.014214 1.014214 1.014214
total iterations 7 11 13 16 18 33

TABLE 5
Solutions of the dual problem, Example 2.

p 4 8 16 32 64 2048

1/2/1 1/2/8 1/2/15 1/2/29 1/2/57 1/2/1793
1/2/4 1/3/6 1/3/12 1/3/22 1/3/43 1/3/1346

basis names 2/1/3 2/1/4 2/1/7 2/1/13 2/1/25 2/1/769
3/2/2 3/2/3 3/2/5 2/1/14 2/1/26 2/1/770

, 3/2/3 3/2/4 3/2/6 3/2/10 3/2/19 3/2/558

1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1.
O. O. O. O. O. O.

basis values 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1.
O. O. O. O. O. O.
O. O. O. O. O. O.

matrix A e CJXIOI are

Aj:::[1 exp(i(j-l)77/400) exp(i2(j-l)77/400)]T, j=I,2,...,101,

while the components of Ie CIOI are jj = exp (i3(j-l)77/400), j = 1,2,. . .,101. In
other words, the complex valued function eiJx is approximated by complex linear
combinations of the three functions 1, eix, and ei2x over 101 equispaced points on the
x-interval [0,77/4]. Bounds of type (2) must be specified, so we take a = [0, 0, 0],
d = [10,10,10]. These constraints are not active at the optimal solution.

It can be verified that the exact solution of Example 3 is Z) = a) exp (i377/8),
Z2 = a2 exp (i577/4), ZJ = aJ exp (i77/8), where

a) = a = .96157056080646,

a2 = b - 2(b - a2)/(I- a2) = 2.8122548927058,

aJ = a(l- 2b + a2)/(I- a2) = 2.8477590650226,

a=A cos (77/16)+(I-A) cos (77/8),

b=Acos(77/8)+(I-A)cos(77/4), I
!c = A cos (377/16) + (1- A) cos (377/8), !

A = sin (77 /8)/(sin (77/16) + sin (77/8»,

£ = (1- ca) + ba2 - aaJ»)/2 = .014706309694449.
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Tables 6 and 7 give, respectively, the solutions of the primal and dual discretized
problems for selected values of p. The obvious "pairing" of the basic variables in Table
7 is explained by Theorem 4. Note also that the row numbers of the optimal dual basic
variables are different for p = 1024 and p = 64 (probably because the dual does not
have a unique solution). Nonetheless, Richardson extrapolation works when applied
to the cases p = 32 and p = 64. As in the previous two examples, one extrapolation

step gives

[zf, z:, zf, z~, z:, z~] = [.367954, .888319, -1.988481, -1.988481,2.630930, 1.089767]

which,intum, gives the values a. = .96151, a2 = 2.81214, a3 = 2.84770. The casep = 1024
used directly gives the values a. = .96236, a2 = 2.81376, a3 = 2.84855, which are clearly
inferior to the extrapolated values.

TABLE 6
Solutions of the primal problem, Example 3.

p 8 16 32 64 1024

z~ .378265 .377950 .377718 .372836 .368281
z( .913212 .912452 .911891 .900105 .889108
zf -2.026895 -2.024346 -2.022845 -2.005663 -1.989632
z~ -2.026895 -2.024346 -2.022845 -2.005663 -1.989632
zf 2.654494 2.654624 2.654502 2.642716 2.631719
z~ 1.099528 1.099581 1.099531 1.094649 1.090094

E .0141560 .0145244 .0147063 .0147063 .0147063
total iterations 20 25 33 36 48

TABLE 7
Solutions of the dual problem, Example 3.

p 8 16 32 64 1024

1/1/8 1/1/14 1/1/28 1/1/56 1/1/896
. 1/25/4 1/1/15 1/1/29 1/1/57 1/1/897

l/28/5 1/26/7 1/26/13 1/26/26 1/26/4111
basis names 1/74/8 1/27/8 1/26/14 1/26/21 1/76/993

1/77/1 1/75/16 1/76/32 1/76/63 1/76/994
1/101/5 1/76/1 1/101/17 1/101/33 1/101/513
1/101/6 1/101/9 1/101/18 1/101/34 1/101/514

.163234 .004365 .00000o .000000 .000000

.244029 .160548 .168829 .168829 .168829

.091325 .170912 .000000 .00000o .331171
basis values .070677 .164573 .331171 .331171 .331170

.263126 .173184 .331171 .331171 .000000

.157491 .162060 .168829 .168829 .168829

.010118 .164358 .000000 .000000 .000000

Another unconstrained complex function approximation problem in [12] is moder- .
ately large and completely dense. The motivating background and engineering applica-
tion of this problem are fully discussed in [12]. The 501 columns of the matrix
A E C44xSOt are

Aj = [exp (iktxj) exp (ik2xj) ... exp (ik44Xj)]T

-exp(ik4sxj)[1 1 ... l]T, j=1,2,"',501

i
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where 1 = k) < k2 < . . . < k44 < k45 = 49 are the distinct integers between 1 and 49,

excluding the integers 7,17,21, and 29, and where Xj = uo+ (j -1)( 1- uo)/250, j =
1,2,. . .,501 with Uo= .0538117. The components of IE C5O1 are }j = exp (ik45Xj),

j = 1, . . . ,501. This example lacks constraints of type (2)-(3). The discretized problem
for p = 16 was solved on a DEC VAX 11/780 in 1350 simplex iterations. Total CPU

time was 25 minutes and. 7 million page faults were incurred. Only 80,000 words of
storage were needed. In contrast, the algorithm proposed in [12] (which utilizes the
algorithm [1] as a subroutine) solved this problem on the same VAX in 1270 simplex
iterations, requiring 179 minutes of CPU time and incurring 11 million page faults.
Over 360,000 words of storage were needed. The difference in the number of simplex
iterations is explained as follows. The algorithm [12] solves the full problem for p = 16,
while the algorithm developed in this paper solves the p = 4 problem and the p = 8
problem before solving the p = 16 problem. This indirect route to the full problem
solution is less efficient in this example than solving the p = 16 problem immediately.

6. Concluding remarks. A solution of the discretized problem for sufficiently large
p identifies the constraints active at a solution of the original problem (1 )-(3). Deleting
inactive constraints from the original problem yields an equality constrained nonlinear
optimization problem. Lagrange's method gives rise to a nonlinear system of algebraic
equations in the optimum value E, the solution vector z, and the multipliers A. Iterative
methods for the solution of this system can be started from an initial point (E, Z, A)
provided by a discretized problem solution. Safeguarded Newton-Raphson iteration
may be highly effective for solving this system, especially if advantage is taken of the :.

system's special form (i.e., for A given, the vector Z can be found by solving a system II

of linear equations). A possible limitation of this approach is that very large values of
p might be necessary in order to identify the right active set. The examples of the :
previous section, however, indicate that the optimal active set is found for relatively j
small values of p. Specifically, in Examples 1,2, and 3, the correct active sets (determined
from the optimal dual basis names in Tables 3, 5, and 7) first appear when p is 8, 8,
and 32, respectively.

Certain kinds of domain and range constraints can be adjoined to the discretized
problem (8)-( 11) with only minor extension of the algorithm proposed here. Let the
matrix HE cnxq, and the row vectors e E cq, cP E Rq, and hE Rq be given. Then the
constraints

(38) «zHj-ej)exp(-icPj»R~hj, j=I,...,q

are linear in ZR and Zl, and so can be added to the discretized problem. The constraints
(10) and (11) are instances of (38): however, (38) can impose constraints not possible
with (10) and (11). For instance, if q = 1, the constraint that the complex number
zH. - e. must lie in the right half complex plane is equivalent to «zH)- e.)

exp (-i1T»R ~o. Furthermore, if q~ 1 and the columns Hand e are identical to their
first columns, then the number zH1 - e) can be confined to any closed convex polygonal

region (bounded or unbounded) in the complex plane by appropriate choices of cP, h,
and q.

When complex function approximation on an arc or domain boundary in th,e
complex plane gives rise to the problem (1)-(3), then an implicit natural ordering of
the columns of the matrix A exists. The ordering is inherited from the ordering of the
discrete points along the arc, and it makes possible clever strategies of both multiple
and partial pricing which may significantly reduce overall computation time when m
and n are large. Effective partial pricing schemes require far fewer evaluations of the
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vector-matrix products zAj in (26) without significantly increasing the total number of
iterations. Effective multiple pricing schemes decrease the number of iterations by
increasing the change in E in each iteration. Both multiple and partial pricing can be
implemented simultaneously.

One particularly interesting problem is complex function approximation on the
mth roots of unity. When m ~ n and when m is a power of 2, the fast Fourier transform
(FFT) algorithm can be used to compute the ni products zAj in 2m 10&2 m operations.
The straightforward products zAj require mn operations. Therefore, the FFT method
is more efficient whenever 2 log2 m ~ n ~ m.

It has been assumed throughout this paper that the unknown vector z must lie in
C". In some applications it is necessary to restrict z to R", while still retaining complex
matrices A and B in original problem (] )-(3). Setting Zl = 0 in the discretized problem
is equivalent to eliminating n of the 2n +] rows of the dual problem constraints (2]).
The techniques developed for the dual problem simplify when applied to this modified
problem. Consequently the modified dual problem is smaller and easier to solve.
Examples and a Fortran program for this problem are given in [] I].
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